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RESIDENTIAL
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Stay on the right side of your
neighbour and the law.
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FENCING AND YOUR BOUNDARY RIGHTS
Your property boundary and boundary rights aren’t something you think about very often. But when
you need to, it really does pay to know exactly what you can and can’t do when it comes to installing,
repairing and using fencing. Whether there’s a dispute over fencing or fencing needs replacing or fixing,
you’ll save money and avoid serious stress if you know what your boundary rights are. So, to help make
sure you do, we’ve put together the following advice based on the questions.

HOW DO I MARK MY BOUNDARY?
Customers having new fencing installed often ask us exactly where they should position their new fence.
Getting it right avoids (potentially costly) disputes over encroachment in the future. As a rule of
thumb, the outer face of the fence should be placed along the boundary. The posts should stand on your
land. Of course, there are plenty of types of fencing, and where you should position your fence can
change depending on the style you choose. But the golden rule still applies whether you have
featheredge panel fencing, post and wire fencing or trellis panels: the outermost part of your fence or
posts should always be placed against the boundary (not over it). If your fencing needs any type of
footing to secure it, the footing is allowed to be partly beneath your neighbour’s land. According to the
Party Wall Act 1996, this does not constitute encroachment.

WHAT CAN I DO IF MY NEIGHBOUR’S FENCE IN FALLING
DOWN?
This is a common problem. There’s nothing like damaged or broken fencing to strain neighbourly
relations. However, regardless of the state of your neighbour’s fencing, you are not allowed to do any
repairs, including painting, staining, varnishing or installing new panels or trellis. What you can do is to
put up your own fencing alongside your neighbour’s fence, or pop down to your local garden centre and
pick up some free-standing plants or shrubs to hide the damage. Properly installing and maintaining
your fence saves you money and avoids stress. Invest in and look after your fencing and you’ll spend less
on repairs and you’re less likely to get into an argument with your neighbours over its condition.
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WHICH FENCING AM I RESPONSIBLE FOR?
As a general rule it’s the fencing to the left as you look up the garden. However, the best thing
to do is to dig out your deeds. Your deeds should tell you who owns what and who is responsible for the
upkeep of what fencing.

CAN I USE MY NEIGHBOURS FENCING AS A SUPPORT FOR
PLANTS ETC?
Simply, you can only do so with your neighbour’s permission.

HOW HIGH CAN MY FENCE BE?
As a rule of thumb, garden fences in your garden are permitted to be a maximum of 2 metres (8 ft) high.
Anything higher is subject to local planning policy and you should get in touch with your local authority
planning office.

HOW CAN I WORK OUT THE AGE OF MY FENCING?
If you had the fencing installed an invoice or bank statement would indicate the date. If you don’t have
such records then old family photos will give a clear indication of change in fencing and you could work
out the date from those. Rings in the wood would only give a indication of the trees age and not the
fence itself.
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TYPES OF RESIDENTIAL FENCING
Modern Venetian style fence panels also known as slatted
fencing can be used to give your outdoor space the
ultimate sleek, contemporary design. It's
easy to see why this fencing is fast becoming a popular
choice. These high-quality softwood slatted panels are
fully treated and have stainless steel fixings used
throughout to prolong life. During the crafting process,
the timber is planed all round to create the best possible
finish.

✓ Range of heights available
✓ Suitable for any outdoor use
✓ Allows light and air to pass through
✓ Can be fitted onto timber posts or concrete posts with
gravel boards
✓ Child and pet safe
✓ Guaranteed for 25-years
✓ Matching gates available
Closeboard or featheredge garden fence panels are a
hugely popular choice and it's easy to know why. They
are a super strong vertically boarded closeboard panel.
Ours always come fully treated with anti-rot preservative
so you will never need to paint them - bonus! When
paired with concrete posts and gravel boards you can be
sure this is an investment that will stand the test of time.

✓ Range of heights available
✓ Suitable for any outdoor use
✓ Solid panel allows for ultimate privacy
✓ Child and pet safe
✓ Guaranteed for 10-years
✓ Matching gates available
Wayneyedge garden fence panels or overlap garden
fence panels are a very cost effective panel. The panels
come pre-treated with a preservative and anti fungiside.
They can be fitted onto wooden posts or slotted into
concrete posts with a gravel board to keep off the ground
to preserve
the panel's life.

✓ Range of heights available
✓ Suitable for any outdoor use
✓ Solid panel allows for ultimate privacy
✓ Child and pet safe
✓ Budget friendly
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TYPES OF RESIDENTIAL FENCING
Decorative garden fence panels or omega fence panels
are manufactured from selected softwood with stainless
steel fixings and are treated with a high-quality light
green preservative to enhance the decorative style
and protect the timber from insect infestation, fungal
decay and rot. A classic British design!

✓ Range of heights and designs available
✓ Suitable for any outdoor use
✓ Allows light and air to pass through
✓ Child and pet safe
✓ Guaranteed for 10-years

A picket fence is a traditional style of fence, made from
wooden picket pales attached to a rail, with gaps left
between. A picket fence is traditionally installed around
front gardens, and improves the appearance and security
of a property, as it provides good lines of sight from the
house. The stylish and popular style is the perfect option
for protecting or marking out boundaries. Due to its
versatile design this suits almost all gardens whether they
are rural or urban.

✓ Range of heights available
✓ Suitable for any outdoor use
✓ Allows light and air to pass through
✓ Round or pointed top
✓ Matching gates available
Bow top (or hoop top - as we call them) railings are solid
steel bars moulded in a curved shape and are inserted
through an upper rail and welded to a bottom rail. Bow
top railings are a great choice of security fencing for your
outdoor space. With a highly safe construction and
decorative style, they are appropriate for both a wide
range of public and domestic locations.

✓ Range of heights available
✓ Suitable for any outdoor use
✓ Allows light and air to pass through
✓ Highly durable steel fencing
✓ Can be powder coated in a wide range of colours
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WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT OUR FENCING?
NEED YOUR FENCING INSTALLED?
OUR FENCING EXPERTS AND SPECIALIST INSTALLATION
TEAM ARE READY TO HELP.
GIVE US A CALL OR DROP US AN EMAIL.

centralfencing.co.uk
Email: centralfencing@outlook.com
Telephone: 01332 300046

